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When Your Horses Find
You
Written by Kate Johnson-Bergman
Chapter 6
Ultimate Underdog
AKA Stormy
Well, as many of you know, I found myself living on the island of St John for
a period of time after I graduated from Bowdoin College. What was supposed to be
a year turned into a decade… and a horse girl can’t go a decade with out a horse… or
maybe two. RIGHT?
I happened to meet a girl named Becky one afternoon… as we were both gushing over a cute puppy. (She had just climbed off a very large back hoe parked at the
bank across the street… its an interesting island). We started chatting and of course
very early on I mentioned that I was an equestrian. As fate would have it, she actually
had a horse and lived on St Thomas just a short ferry ride away. We exchanged numbers and decided that we would find a time I could come over and ride with her.
Keep in mind, St Thomas, St John, and St Croix are really NO PLACE to have
a horse, but the racing industry is alive and well. A few folks have even tried to make
a go of a trail riding business, or a place to teach lessons, with minimal to no success.
The majority of the horses you bump into on these islands are retired from racing or
“bush ponies”. Becky’s horse (Two Bottle) was a big winner at the track and she had
the fortunate opportunity to get him after his last race. When we met up I was beyond
impressed with the facility, the horses weight, and Two Bottle was a BLAST! She was
kind enough to let me work him several times, and I did some work with other horses
at the “club” . This “club” was a co-op so everyone shared all responsibilities of feeding,
mucking, fence repairs, picking up hay ($60.00/bale) and grain.
I quickly realized that if I was going to stay on St John, that I really wanted to
have a horse of my own to ride….. and keeping that horse on St Thomas was the only
option. Becky was willing to help me find that horse and she suggested that I connect
with a man named Nelson. He had a few horses in an area called Dorothea down a
HUGE mountain on a beach. One of the owners was off at school and the horse was
not working out for his girlfriend; Nelson needed to move him along.
Continued on Page 5

AHHHHHHHHHH THIS RAIN! I know so many of us are OVER IT, but fortunately we
had lovely weather and amazing turn out for the February show! Thank you to everyone who
made it possible and CONGRATULATIONS to all riders, trainers, families, supporters, and
friends who make it so FUN!

*Article provided by Barbra Turner and published by Chronicle of the Horse Magazine. If diffacult to read Article
will be posted on Northeast Florida Dressage Association Facebook page.

Kate’s Corner Cont ’d
Now, on an island, beggars can’t be choosers. Enter
Stormy…. a 15.2 hh 6 yo “personality plus” kind of horse.
Stormy was the product of a breeding between a 17hh
jumper and a 14hh pony. He was GREEN AS GRASS,
with most of his experience under saddle being “running
fast on trails”, used to living the good life free as a bird
after his owner went off to college. He had never been in
a trailer, had been in a barn during a MAJOR hurricane
when parts of the roof came off (not how he got his name
but storms do have a way of following him), and earned
a solid reputation as a problem child for the veterinarian.
I was also strongly advised, “never let your guard down
around Stormy”.
But…. he had this look in his eye, he was SMART!
SMART HE WAS, and pretty athletic too. It was decided. This little misfit was going to be my horse. I won't
bore you with the details of how it took about 4 hours on
a rainy day to draw blood before he come onto the "club"
property. Or how when we loaded him (into the most
rickety trailer you have ever seen) for the first time he
untied himself, turned around, fell onto his side, and had
his rump under the chest bar with this left hind hooked
around the immobile partition. My trainer was quoted as
saying, "You are gonna have to cut him up to get him out
of there".….. I had only had him for about 10 minutes and
now we need a butcher?!?!? I can also NOT explain how
a 15.2hh horse can take 10cc of Xylazine and STILL try to
kill the vet attempting to float his teeth. It was always a
treat attempting to put the bridle on, as I recall my system
involved taking the bridle almost completely apart and
praying he didn't bolt or break the cross ties as I pieced it
back together on his head. I was one lucky girl….
Quickly, however, Stormy and I developed a trusting
bond, a fun friendship, and budding partnership. He was
really funny, albeit somewhat unpredictable and certainly
not trustworthy; we were making progress. Stormy and
I took regular lessons with a Grand Prix Jumper Trainer
(now located in Wellington) and we discovered that with a
little bit of confidence he actually really LOVED to jump.
He would tolerate my dressage training rides, but he came
alive when we started jumping!

About a year into our relationship I thought
it would be the perfect summer to move
Stormy to South Carolina where we could
do some eventing and maybe I would be
looking to move him on to his next partner.
This "Island Pony" had turned into quite a
fun horse with so much potential!
Continued on pg 7

NORTHEAST FLORIDA DRESSAGE ASSOCIATION
AWARDS PROGRAMS AND RULES
Year End Awards Program
1. Members of NFDA are eligible to submit scores for awards within the following guidelines:
a.
b.
c.
d.

e.

f.

The awards year runs from December 1st to November 30th. You must be a member of NFDA at the time the scores
are earned.
Each horse/rider combination shall be considered as a team with the exception of Equitation.
All scores submitted MUST be from an NFDA show, schooling or recognized.
A horse/rider combination winning a Year-End Championship at any given level and division (Junior, Adult Amateur,
Vintage or Open) are eligible to compete at the same level/division the following year. It is not necessary to move
up a level. However, if a rider/horse combination wins the same level and division Year-End Championship in two
consecutive years, they are no longer eligible to compete at that level or division or at a lower level for a Year-End
Award. The only exception is if the rider/horse team is the only one in the level/division.
Adult Amateur, Vintage and Open riders must have earned 2 volunteer credits to qualify. Junior members need to
have 1 volunteer credit. Volunteer credits must be earned by November 30 of the awards year. The Volunteer year
runs December 1-November 30.
There are 4 Divisions: Junior Riders (18 and under), Adult Amateur Riders (19-49 years of age), Vintage Riders
(50 years of age or older) and Open Riders (riders who meet the USEF definition of Open Rider or other riders who
choose to participate in this category)

Dressage Awards Program
1)
2)
3)

All levels will be awarded Champion through Tenth place.
Scores must be submitted to the Awards Chairman by December 1st using the Year End Score Report Form found on
the website. www.nfladressage.org .
If a rider has ridden in a NFDC Championship class and the final score is one of the six highest for the year, the
awards committee will accept the Championship score. *The final Championship score reported in the show results is
the average of the 2 scores and counted as one score.

Schooling Opportunity at Feb Show

While repairing the dressage ring at the Febuary Schooling show some of our junior riders, led by Michelle
Velasco, took the opportunity to do some fun and unique schooling.
A-Enter working trot

Laken Eby, Chloe & Kendal Weldon, Olivia
Spearman, Hannah Emma & Sarah Grimm, and
Ashlynn Great Job Girls!

4)

Year-end scores will be computed as follows:
Introductory through First level: submit 6 scores from a NFDA Schooling or DOTFC Recognized show. One
score MUST be from the highest test from that level. Example: Training 3, First 3, (exception – Intro B will be used
as the highest test for the Intro level.) The highest and lowest scores are thrown out and the remaining 4 scores are
added then divided by 4 to reach the rider’s average score. If the rider only submits one score from the highest test
and that score is the highest or lowest of all 6, that score cannot be discarded. Rider must have a minimum average
score of 55% to be eligible for an award.
Second through Fourth Levels: submit 4 scores from a NFDA Schooling or DOTFC Recognized show. One
score must be from the highest test of the level. Scores are computed the same as Intro through First Level. Rider
must have a minimum average score of 55% to be eligible for an award.
FEI Levels: submit 3 scores from a NFDA Schooling or DOTFC Recognized show. All 3 scores are used to
determine the average score of the rider. Rider must have a minimum average score of 52% to be eligible for an
award.
Western Dressage: submit 6 scores from a NFDA Schooling or DOTFC Recognized show. Until more
participation warrants, Western Dressage will be a single division and all riders, regardless of status (open vs.
amateur), will be placed in a “Western Dressage” single division. One score must be from the highest test of rider’s
respective division. The highest and lowest scores will be thrown out and the remaining 4 scores are added, then
divided by 4 to reach the rider’s average score. If the rider only submits one score from the highest test and that
score is the highest or lowest of all 6, that score cannot be discarded. Rider must have a minimum average score of
55% to be eligible for an award.
Freestyles and Pas de Deux: submit 3 scores from a NFDA Schooling or DOTFC Recognized show. All 3
scores are used to determine the average score of the rider(s). Freestyle awards are given with no discrimination as
to age (junior, adult or vintage) or status (open vs. amateur).
Rider(s) must have a minimum average score of 55% to be eligible for an award.
Equitation: (The Brinkman Medal) submit 3 scores from a NFDA Schooling or DOTFC Recognized show.
All 3 scores are used to determine the average score. Rider must have a minimum average score of 55% to be
eligible for an award. Equitation awards are given across the levels with no discrimination as to specific levels (First
through FEI) or status (open vs. amateur). There is only a single division. The USEF Rider Tests will be used.
Scores may be earned on more than one horse.

Kate’s Corner Continued
So after the appropriate and required USDA medical evaluations were done, Stormy loaded
(LIKE A CHAMP) and was ready for our 10 hour ride at sea to Puerto Rico. (Yeah, I know, not
the most ideal 2nd experience in the trailer either). Upon arrival at the freight dock, we cleared
customs, did more paperwork, and unloaded… the we had to RELOAD up a crazy steep ramp
amongst all the containers onto a transport truck and then headed up into the rainforest where
all horses coming and going have to quarantine. All in all, I was scheduled to pick Stormy up in
Ocala, after his plane landed about a month later.
Continued on page 11

NFDA Medal Program
There are three (3) categories of the medal program.
1)
Bronze Medal: Six scores of 60% or higher:
a)
Two from Introductory Level from two different judges. Four from Training Level from four different
judges
		
c)
OR - Six scores Training level from four different judges
		
d)
One test MUST be from Training Level Test Three
2)

3)
		

4)

Silver Medal: Four scores of 60% or higher:
a)
Two from First Level from two different judges
b)
Two from Second Level from two different judges
Gold Medal: Four scores of 60% or higher:
a)
Two scores from Third Level from two different judges
b)
Two scores from Fourth Level from two different judges
Requirements for earning and submitting scores:
a)
Scores may be used beginning with the 1997-1998 competition year
b
You MUST have been a member of NFDA when the scores were earned
c)
To submit scores, a Year End Score Report form (available on the website) must be filled out and sent to
the current NFDA Awards Chairman
d)
There is no time limit as to when the scores have to be earned
e)
Scores may be earned on one or more horses

Additional Awards

NFDA Volunteer of the Year Award -This award will be presented to the member who has demonstrated
outstanding volunteer effort and who has earned the most volunteer credits during the year. Adult and Junior
members will be recognized.
NFDA President’s Award - This award will be given annually to any NFDA member at the sole discretion of the
President for going above and beyond the call of duty in service to NFDA.
The Jane Price Spirit Award- This award is in memory of NFDA member Jane Price and will be presented to the
NFDA member who has shown exceptional spirit and determination when met with difficult times.
Sportsmanship Award – The membership is entitled to submit names to be voted upon by the Board of NFDA.
This person is a “cheerleader” for our club, encouraging participation in our shows and activities, in addition to
encouraging others in the sport as a whole. The criteria for this award includes, but is not limited to, one who has
an enthusiastic, loyal, dependable and helpful spirit.
Charles R. Dunn Junior Achievement Award – This award is awarded to the Junior member who not only has
campaigned his/her horse throughout the year, but has also demonstrated a high level of volunteerism.
“Remember Jasmine” Award – This award will be given to the Training Level Adult Amateur or Vintage rider that
has demonstrated the greatest improvement over the past year. Award will be determined using official NFDA horse
show results and will be chosen by Awards Committee based on those results.
“Egor” Award – This award will be given to the “Senior” aged horse actively competing at Third Level or above.
For the purpose of this award, the age of 18 and above will be considered.

		
***NFDA Schooling Horse Shows NFDA Schooling Shows will be run in accordance with United States Equestrian Federation
(USEF) competition rules. It is up to each competitor to be familiar with these rules prior to entering a show. A complete rulebook
is available online at: www.usef.org In following these rules, it will be done in the spirit and not necessarily exact. The following are
EXEMPTIONS to the general rules of the USEF. Show Managers of schooling shows will be allowed to compete in the competition
for which they are managing, as long as they appoint someone to be available while they are competing. (art.1202) Two responsible
people available at all times to act in executive capacity (art. 1201)
Foreign competitors may compete in schooling shows without obtaining permission from their national federation (807.4)
The following are EXEMPTIONS from the Dressage Section of the USEF rules.
Horse will be able to ride more than 1 level apart with different riders (art. 1919.2)
Formal attire is encouraged but not mandatory
We maintain the right to divide the classes.
CLARIFICATION of rules:
Judges may NOT be housed at a competitor’s home (art.1038.2)
Riders cannot compete in front of a judge that you have obtained instruction from within 30 days (clarification of art. 804.2 and
804.12) 30 days is the rule.
In case of any problem, dispute or question concerning the shows, the board will be polled by phone in order to resolve.

2014 Series Awards Qualification Requirements
To qualify for a Series Award, each horse/rider combination must participate in at least two (2) shows of that series and ride a
minimum of three (3) tests. At least one of those tests must be the highest test of that level (ex: Intro B, Training 3, First 3, etc).
There must be at least two (2) scores awarded from two (2) different judges for the scores to qualify toward a Series Awards. The
horse/rider combination will have their highest three scores averaged to determine their Series score.
The Series will run as follows for 2014:
Series I (Formally Spring Series)
January 18th
February 16th
March 29th
June 21st
Series II (Formally Fall Series)
July 2nd
August 2nd
September 27th
October 25th
PLEASE NOTE that the November show will *NOT* count towards Series II Awards HOWEVER scores earned at this show can still
be used towards Year End Awards.
The Series I (Formally Spring Series) Awards will be presented at a member event at the July 2nd show (details to follow). The Series
II (Formally Fall Series) Awards will be presented at the November 22nd show (details to follow).
Please direct any questions to the Show Manager at: showsecretary@nfladressage.org or to the Awards Committee at: awards@

nfladressage.org

NFDA Championship Awards Program
1) The Northeast Florida Dressage Championships (NFDC) is organized by the NFDA, a Group Member Organization of the USDF.
2) The Championship show will be held at the last NFDA Schooling Show of the year.
3) Championship classes will be offered at each level in 3 divisions: Open, Adult Amateur and Junior Rider. Western Dressage will
be a single division with no separation of status (open vs. amateur).
4) If there are not sufficient entries in the Upper Levels (Second, Third and Fourth Levels), show management reserves the right
to offer a “Challenge Cup” for this group of riders. FEI Level riders will have their own “Challenge Cup” for the FEI Division.
Riders participating in the Challenge Cup will ride the highest test of their respective level in the Challenge Cup Class and will
compete against each other. Highest score will be awarded the Challenge Cup.
5) The Freestyle division: Jr/AA/Open will compete in the same class of a Level. Training through FEI. If there are not enough
entries to warrant a Level, show management reserves the right to combine the Freestyle classes Training through 4th Level and
FEI.
6) In order to qualify for the NFDC, you must be a member of the NFDA, STRIDE or SWDEA at the time qualifying scores are
earned and at the time of the Championships.
7) Horse/rider combinations which have won a NFDC title may no longer compete in an NFDC competition in that division, at
that level or a lower level. The only 2 exceptions are the Grand Prix level or if the year the horse/rider combination won the
Championships, there was no other combination at that level.
8) To qualify for the NFDC, horse/rider combinations must earn a total of 2 qualifying scores from 2 different judges. Qualifying
Scores are as follows:
Intro & Training Level: Junior and Adult Amateur: 2 scores of 60% or higher
			
Open Riders: 2 scores of 65% or higher
First Level:		
			

Junior and Adult Amateur: 2 scores of 59% or higher
Open Riders: 2 scores of 63% or higher

Second Level:		
			

Junior and Adult Amateur: 2 scores of 58% or higher
Open Riders: 2 scores 61% or higher

Third Level thru FEI:
			

Junior and Adult Amateur: 2 scores of 57% or higher
Open Riders: 2 scores 59% or higher

Freestyle:		 Junior, Adult Amateur and Open: 2 scores of 63% or higher
			
FEI: 2 scores of 60% or higher
Western Dressage:

All riders regardless of status: 2 scores of 60% or higher

9) To qualify, eligible riders must enter an official “NFDC Qualifying Class” at a NFDA, STRIDE or SWDEA Schooling Show. The
qualifying class will be the highest test of the level. Intro Test “B” will be used for the Intro Level. Prior to riding in the class,
riders must pay the $5.00 Qualifying Class fee to the show secretary at the time entries are made.
10) If a NFDA member chooses, they may use scores from Dressage on the First Coast (DOTFC) Recognized shows beginning in
April of 2013 for the purpose of qualifying for the NFDA Championships. If a member would like to qualify through DOTFC,
the member MUST declare to the NFDA Awards Chairman (Jill Morris) PRIOR to the DOTFC show that he/she wishes to
qualify. The $5.00 Qualifying fee MUST also be paid PRIOR to the DOTFC show and sent to the NFDA Awards Chairman (Jill
Morris). DO NOT notify the Show Secretary of DOTFC or include the qualifying fee with your DOTFC entry. The same
criteria and scores apply as noted above.

General Qualifying Rules
1) There is no limit on the number of horses on which a rider may qualify.
2) Qualification is based on horse/rider combination. If a new rider wishes to compete with the horse at the Championships, he or
she must re-qualify.
3) Whips may be carried when qualifying and tests may be read when qualifying.
General Championships Rules
1) Whips MAY NOT be carried in championship tests and tests must be ridden from memory.
2) At no time during a NFDC competition may any horse entered in that Championship competition be ridden by anyone other
than the rider entered in the Championship competition on that horse (exception: grooms riding on a loose rein). If a horse has
qualified for the Championships with two different riders, the riders MAY NOT compete the horse in the same Championship
class. The exception being the same level but two different status’ (Open/AA/Junior). If the horse has qualified for two different
divisions, those divisions must be consecutive (Intro/Training, Training/First etc) and the rider with the least experience will
show the horse first. The second, more advanced rider, MAY NOT school the horse prior to the other rider’s test at any time
during the day of the Championship show. This will be strictly enforced. If the horse is entered in the Schooling division during
Championships with a different rider, the Championship class MUST be ridden first.
3) In the event of a tie for any placing, the collective marks will determine the placing. If the collective marks are equal, the tie will
be broken by the Judge at “C”.
4) Championship classes may not be split.
5) Formal attire is required by all competitors. Braiding of horse is encouraged.
6) Riders placing in a NFDC Class must be present, mounted and in full riding attire for award ceremonies. Failure, without prior
permission of the competition manager, to be present and properly attired will eliminate the official score and placing and the next
highest score will move up in placing.
7) The $5.00 “Qualifying Fee” will be held in a prize fund. All money accumulated from these fees shall be used to offset the cost
of the ribbons and prizes.
8) All Champions will also be awarded a $50.00 NFDA Schooling Show Credit Voucher. Reserve Champions will receive a $25.00
NFDA Schooling Show Credit Voucher.
Revised February 2014

Kate’s Corner Cont’d

Did I recognize him when I went
to pick him up in Ocala? No way.
He was frail and filthy, but he recognized me and greeted me with a
whinny! We were then loading up
and off to South Carolina as Hurricane Katrina barreled into Louisiana
and Mississippi. Two Storms hit the
States that day; our plan was two
months of horsey fun in St Matthews, SC as well as listing Stormy
for sale.

Horsey fun was had! TONS of XC
schooling, water, ditches, banks, big,
small, combined tests, lessons….
and the occasional person coming to
look at him. But, no one was a fit, at
least not the fit I was looking for. So,
Stormy was still my horse and looking
at a few months of leisurely horsey
time himself, on about 1200 acres in
the most beautiful pecan orchard with
his buddy Par at Preference Plantation.
It was time for him to just be horse,
and I had to get back to work.
Continued on page 15

2014 SPRING SCHOOLING SHOW SERIES
PREPARE FOR DOFC WITH THIS SHOW AND CLINIC!

Show Date is: 3/29/14 Judge: Charlotte Trentelman (S) Clinic Date is 3/30/14 Clinician: Charlotte Trentelman (S)
Jacksonville Equestrian Center

Closing Dates: Postmarked MARCH 15, 2014

Show Secretary:

Steven and Jill Amburgey, 904-657-1009, 904-657-1012
Email:amburgeyfamily@bellsouth.net

Welcome to our 2014 Spring Schooling Show Series!
NFDA is pleased to be able to offer our 2014 Spring Schooling Show Series. This is an amazing opportunity to
prepare your horse for DOFC the following weekend! We will be using the same facility and the same rings! We
encourage everyone to participate as a competitor, volunteer and/or spectator. For more information and
series rules, please see the NFDA website at nfladressage.org. Please note that NFDA Schooling Shows will
follow the USEF Dressage Competition Rules. Certain rules have been exempted - for specific exemptions,
please contact the show secretary. Each competitor is responsible for knowing the rules and a complete
rulebook is available on line at: www.usef.org . Good Luck and thank you for supporting our shows.
NFDA SCHOOLING SHOW SERIES ENTRY INFORMATION
 Dressage classes are $15.00 NFDA and S.T.R.I.D.E. members/$20.00 nonmembers. Suitability classes are
$10.00 each. NO REFUNDS AFTER CLOSING DATE FOR ANY REASON! ALL ENTRIES MUST BE POSTMARKED
BY THE CLOSING DATE. Any entry postmarked after the closing date will be charged a $15.00 late fee if
your rides are scheduled. If membership for NFDA accompanies the entry, then entries will be at
membership price. Please send a separate check for membership dues. DO NOT include dues with
entry fees. Thank you!
 Stabling Fee - $52.00, which includes 2 bags of shavings. Stalls will be available after 12 noon on Friday
(Additional Shavings are available for purchase for $8.00 per bag from the JEC office until 9 pm )
 Non-stabling fee $20 (only paid if no stall is reserved)
 Office Fee - $15.00 Mandatory
 Non-Stabled Horse Grounds Fee - $20.00
 Championship Qualifying Fee - $5.00
 Show grounds open at 12:00 pm on Friday afternoon. The stalls/gates will be locked prior to this time.
 Prize for First and six ribbons in each class.
 Junior and Open riders will be scored and placed separately if there are three or more in a class.
 Intro tests may be in a small arena.
 ASTM approved helmets are MANDATORY for ALL RIDERS.
 All dogs MUST be leashed while on show grounds.
 Concession stand on grounds.






No ride times will be assigned unless proof of negative coggins, appropriate show fees,
& release have been received by show secretary by the closing date (two weeks
before the show date). NO EXCEPTIONS!
Ride times will be available on line at: www.nfladressage.org early in the week of the show.
All correspondence with riders will be via email. Make sure to enter a valid email address on entry form.
For Clinic information – contact Michelle Velasco at sunvet@bellsouth.net

FOR SERIES / AWARDS / TEAMS RULES AND INFORMATION – REFER TO THE WEBSITE, www.nfladressage.org. All
pertinent information regarding policies and procedures are located on the NFDA web site. If you have
questions, please refer them to the NFDA officers and board members.

Clinic Information:
Special schooling opportunity for the Dressage on the First Coast recognized show which
follows the next weekend.
We will have the indoor or outdoor tire tread arena (or both).
Charlotte Trentelman will stay to do a "Ride a test" clinic in which the rider can do a specific
test or bring one from the day before, and she will go over ways to improve their scores. Each
session will be 15-20 minutes, and riders must designate AM or PM preference, cannot
guarantee otherwise.
Only 16 slots / rides are available.
Costs are as follows:
$15 per ride for NFDA open or amateur members
Free per ride for NFDA junior Members
$35 for non-members.
If you plan to ride in the clinic and want to keep your horse at the JEC for Saturday night, there
will be an additional charge of $25 for the stall per horse / per stall.
Please contact Michelle Velasco at sunvet@bellsouth.net for questions / more information.

Times Union Western Dressage
Article

Western dressage is leaving its footprints in the equestrian community — one trot, walk and canter at a time.
With its smooth, harmonious movements, it’s becoming one of the area’s fastest-growing outdoor activities.
That’s no surprise to Callahan’s Lynn Shinkle, the president of the Western Dressage Association of Florida.
“Western dressage is about training your horse up the levels, using principles that have been around for years
and years with traditional dressage horses,” she said. “It’s all the same, just in a Western saddle.”
Western dressage is a newer form of the sport, derived from the older English dressage. But its European heritage doesn’t mean newcomers should be intimidated.
Western Dressage 101: Key tips for the first-time competitor
“A lot of times, the Western riders have been kind of fearful of this dressage thing, thinking it’s this English, hoity-toity thing. It’s not,” Shinkle said. “Basically it’s training. Dressage means training, at a very high level.”
A former traditional dressage rider, Shinkle learned about Western dressage several years ago. Since then, she’s
been active in promoting the sport across Northeast Florida.
“Dressage is about the journey, because you never really get to the end,” Shinkle said. “Just those little steps
when the horse softens and gives and bends, you go, ‘I felt it. I felt it. She’s getting it.’ ”
The recent spike in Western dressage interest has raised the profile of the sport as a whole, according to Northeast Florida Dressage Association president Kate Johnson. Her organization coordinates dressage activities, both
Western and English, across the region.

“Our participation in our local schooling shows has doubled in the last year, and a lot of that is thanks to the
Western dressage inclusion,” she said. “Today we have 20 rides of 115 [total], which is a huge jump from last year.
We’re really excited to embrace every element of dressage in the community.”
The sport is also expanding its appeal to younger riders like Maya Lundquist, riding her horse Isn’t It Obvious at
a Feb. 16 show at the Clay County Fairgrounds in Green Cove Springs.
“I love training for it, working with my horse and learning new skills,” she said. “It really helps him and I both
grow.”
Shinkle said Western dressage has grown rapidly in Northeast Florida. The association set a new high with 20
participants in February’s show — steps that she says can sow the seeds for further development.
“We hope to have clinics,” she said. “We hope to have train-the-trainer events, where we can get trainers in that
understand what judges are looking for.”
The association is aiming for a three-ring event in the future, with one ring dedicated entirely to Western dressage.
Although impressing the judges to earn high scores is the objective in competition, the basic challenge of dressage is for rider and horse to work together in harmony.
Johnson said that makes dressage, whether the Western or English style, a rewarding experience for all.
“It’s not about who’s in your class or who you’re competing against on a particular day. You compete against
yourself and you compete against your score,” Johnson said. “It’s energizing, and you always shoot for that goal to
do better than you did the last time.”
Full article available at http://jacksonville.com/sports/outdoorsoutside/2014-02-22/story/outside-style-and-intricacies-western-dressage-are-catching or by following the QR code included

Kate’s Corner Continued
Stormy lived at Preference for about 2 years. I made it back to visit and ride as much as possible; when a move
to the States was becoming a reality I was anxious to get him here to Jacksonville! Upon arrival we started
from scratch as he was recovering from an injury suffered out in the pasture. But, he came back into work
stronger than ever and ready to take on the world. This little Island Pony, was really showing me that he still
had it in him and wanted to work! Since being here we have shown at many FCHJ shows, HSITP, and been to
Rocking Horse. Stormy is and will always be a part of our family. He has proved time and time again that he is
resilient, athletic, and way too smart….. and he is certainly not going anywhere. That said, he loads, he can also
be seen by the farrier and the vet out in his pasture. He is my free living island spirit, happiest barefoot and
outdoors with a buddy… or jumping. Stormy has taught me that sometimes there is a bond between horse and
rider upon which the HORSE decides, that we might think we are in control… we SO ARE NOT, that trust is
earned on both sides of the coin, that amazing athletes come in all sizes with all kinds of price tags and pedigrees. He is definitely the result of the BEST one dollar I ever spent.

For more information on all topics visit NFLADressage.org or our facebook page
Norteast Florida Dressage Association

